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Inspiring stories about personal change

The best inspirational films make an indelible impression on the viewer. In this selection I chose 35 - from Oscar winners to cult favorites, they are worthy of anyone's DVD collection. In an attempt to avoid making this list a cliché, I've chosen films you may not have seen before, and ones that may have slipped from your
memory. As a result, you won't find certain well-known films below, such as Schindler's List, Forrest Gump and Shawshank Redemption. The exceptional films on offer should hopefully make up for it!1. AmadeusPhoto credit: SourceThis wonderful period epic, loosely based on Mozart's genius, boasts fine performances
and exceptional music. It was music I'd never heard. Filled with such longing, such unfulfilled longing. Description of Mozart's music.2. Madness King GeorgePhoto Credit: Source George III loses his mind, throwing the government into chaos. Revolutionary medical man Dr Willis has been called upon to restore order in
this brilliant drama. No life is without its regrets, but none is without its consolations. King George III.3 Mary and MaxPhoto Credit: Source Quirky, Life-Affirming Clay Film. Two loners become pen friends and form a long-distance friendship. My fifth job was a garbage collector. I cleaned up after the mistakes and didn't
have to talk to anyone. Sometimes I liked pretending to be an intergalactic robot. Max.4. Princess MononokePhoto credit: SourceA sweeping masterpiece from Studio Ghibli. The young warrior of Ashitak is fighting to restore order between supernatural forces and the human world. This is what hate looks like! That's what
he does when he catches you! Ashitaki.5. Spirited AwayPhoto Credit: SourceSchoolgirl Chihiro is inadvertently transferred to the spirit world, forcing her to work in a Japanese bathhouse to regain her freedom. Once you meet someone, you never forget them. It only takes a while for your memories to come back. Advice
for Chihiro6. The Kings of SummerPhoto credit: SourceThree teenagers, annoyed by their families, lead into the woods to live in the house they built, embracing life along the way. You're right, it's a classic kidnapping. They took our kids and canned goods and pasta. Frank, irritated parent.7. RushPhoto Credit: SourceA's
exciting account of the 1976 Formula One season James Hunt and Niki Lauda fought for the world title, with the latter overcoming a terrible calamity in the process. It is impossible to sweat through skin grafts, so sweat will never run into my eyes again, which is good for the driver. Lauda after the accident. 8. Punch-
Drunk LovePhoto Credit: SourceA quirky romantic drama. Adam Sandler's eccentric loner Barry Egan is courted by the mysterious Lena Emily Watson. I have a lot of pudding, and in six to eight weeks it can be redeemed. So if you can just give me that much time, I think I can get enough mileage to go with you wherever
you go. Barry Leni.9. From Mice and MenPhoto Credit: SourceGary an excellent adaptation of John Steinbeck's classic novel. Strong will George, and the mentally incapacitated Lennie, travel around America like farm hands, dreaming of one day owning their own land.. We have a future. We have someone we can talk
to, and that's what we care about. George.10. The Diving Bell and the ButterflyPhoto credit: SourceBased on Jean-Dominique Bauby's book, this touching French film tells the story of his life after a paralyzing stroke. Suffering from locked-in syndrome, he still wrote a novel. I decided to stop taking pity. Apart from the eye,
two things aren't paralyzed, my imagination and my memory. Bauby. 11. Squid and WhalePhoto Credit: SourceA couple divorce, forcing their children (Walt and Frank) to deal with psychological games erupting between their parents. We'd like to take a look at the knight's armor at the Met. A scary fish at the Natural
History Museum. I've always been afraid of squid and whale fights. Walt.12. The IllusionistPhoto credit: SourceSylvain Chomet's sublime animated story of an aspiring magician as he travels through Europe, bonding with a young fan along the way. Magicians don't exist. Magician's note.13. AdaptationPhoto Credit:
SourceAnxiety jahao Charlie Kaufman (Nic Cage) is a screenwriter adapting a difficult novel, becoming increasingly unstable during his attempts. All my problems and anxiety can be reduced to a chemical imbalance or some kind of wrong synapses. I have to help with that. But I'll still be ugly. Charlie.14. Beasts of the



Southern WildPhoto credit: SourceThis fantasy drama centers around six-year-old Hushpuppy. As her community is plagued by environmental issues, she is learning to adapt to a new world. I see I'm a small part of a big, big universe, and that makes it right. Hushpuppy. 15. Life of PiPhoto Credits: Source Story of Pio's
struggle for survival while stranded in the Pacific Ocean. The volatile Bengal tiger is his only company. A lifetime becomes an act of release, but what always hurts the most is not taking a moment to say goodbye. Pi.16. AwakeningPhoto Credit: Source Based on a book by neurologist Oliver Sacko. Robin Williams plays
the introverted Dr Sayer, who discovers a drug that wakes up catatonic patients. There was another awakening; that the human spirit is more powerful than any drug—and that is what needs to be fed: work, play, friendship, family. These are the things that matter. Dr. Sayer.17. One Flew Over The Cuckoo's NestPhoto
credit: SourceJack Nicholson stars ace Randal P. McMurphy. Maverick, he's faking insanity to avoid jail time in a mental institution, causing chaos in the process. What do you think, for Chrissake, you're crazy or something? You didn't! You! You're no crazier than your average asshole walking the streets. McMurphy.18.
The Straight StoryPhoto credit: SourceWWII veteran Alvin hears his estranged brother has had a stroke, so he embarks on a 240-mile journey to see him – over his No one knows your life better than a brother who's close to your age. He knows who you are and what you're better than anyone. Alvin.19. The PianistPhoto
credit: SourceRoman Polanski is the story of Polish pianist Władysław Szpilman's extraordinary struggle to survive during the Nazi deportation of Jews in World War II. [downloading the watch] Here, sell this. Food is more important than time. Szpilman. 20. My Left FootPhoto credit: SourceDaniel Day-Lewis gives an
exceptional performance as Irishman Christy Brown. He suffered from severe cerebral palsy, and yet he became a famous writer. This is Christy Brown, my son. Genius. Father Christy Brown.21. Life is BeautifulPhoto credited: A film by World War II father SourceRobert Benigni who uses his imagination to protect his
son from the horrors of war. This is my story. This is the sacrifice my father sacrificed. This was his gift to me. The son recounts.22. Rescue DawnPhoto credit: SourceA's grip on Werner Herzog's survival story, starring Christian Bale as POW Dieter Dengler. True story, Dengler's courage and charm are truly inspiring.
Empty what's a lot. Fill in what's empty. Scratch what itches. Dieter Dengler.23. Empire of the SunPhoto credit: SourceYoung Brit Jim becomes pow in a World War II internment camp. Over the years, while struggling to survive, he matures from grumpy child to mature young adult. First one side feeds you, the other tries
to kill you, and then it turns around; It's all timing. Tip for Jim.24. MudPhoto credit: SourceTwo teenagers discover enigmatic mud living on a rare island. As they become friends, it's soon obvious that the law wants him. There are fierce powers at work in the world, boys. Good, evil, bad luck, good luck. As men, we must
use where we can. Mud.25. SidewaysPhoto Credit: SourceSead a Painful Divorce, rising author Miles heads out for a wine tasting weekend with hedonistic friend Jack. Chaos and new love arose. Its flavors, they are only the most haunting and brilliant and exciting and subtle and ... ancients on the planet. Miles.26.
Truman ShowPhoto credit: SourceTruman Burbank lives an ordinary middle-class life, unaware that he is actually the star of the most popular TV show on Earth. There's nothing false about Truman. No scripts, no cards. It's not always Shakespeare, but it's original. That's life. Christof, the creator of the show.27. 127
HoursPhoto Credit: SourceAron Ralston grabs his hand while hiking, leading to a disturbing realization. This rock... This rock has been waiting for me my whole life. Ralston.28. Léon: The ProfessionalPhoto Credit: SourceLéon is a hitman and loner. Suddenly forced to care for a child (a young Natalie Portman), he finds
her humane side and seeks change. You gave me a taste for life. I want to be happy. Sleep in bed, have roots. And you'll never be alone again, Mathilda. Léon.29. Eternal Sun Spotless MindPhoto Credits: Source Shy Joel and hedonistic Clementine begin unaware that they already share a unique history. Are we like
those boring couples you feel sorry for in restaurants? Are we dead? Joel.30. Million Dollar BabyPhoto Credit: SourceA Rags to RichEs Story. Maggie, a humble waitress, takes a break as a boxer and quickly shoots the star. It's the magic of risking a dream that no one sees but you. 31. The SavagesPhoto Credit:
SourceEstranged siblings Jon and Wendy Savage reunite when their father shows signs of dementia. This fixation of upwards mobility of yours is counterproductive and, frankly, quite selfish. Because it's not about dad, it's about you and your guilt. Jon Savage.32. The DescendantsPhoto credit: Source When his wife is
hospitalized, wealthy Matt King (George Clooney) and his family have to adapt to sweeping changes. You give your children enough money to do something, but not enough to do anything. Matt King.33. Another YearPhoto credit: SourceA British drama focusing on a happily married couple. Over the course of four
seasons, they observe their unhappy friends as they try to structure their lives. Young. It's all for young people. These bars, you know, they're full of young people yelling about nothing. A friend mourns his life.34. Stranger Than FictionPhoto credit: SourceWill Ferrell performs against a guy like an introverted Harold Crick,
who starts hearing a voice in his head (Emma Thompson) narrate his every move. I swear at you, you stupid voice, so shut up and leave me alone! Harold Crick.35. GravityPhoto Credit: SourceLast, but Not Least, 2013 is an exciting sci-fi epic. With exceptional special effects, this inspiring view of the space is a visual
treat. Or I'll make it down in one piece and I've got one hell of a story to tell! Or I burn in the next ten minutes. Dr. Stone.In addition to all these inspirational movies, you may also like these:10 movies you need to watch to be more successful12 of the best foreign movies of all time that will expand your worldview10
movies you should watch to boost your mood and energy energy
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